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Abstract

Interprocessor communication is a vital part of any multiprocessor system. This work
focuses on integration of an asynchronous message passing mechanism and a message
notification support in the form of limited hardware queues. To fulfill requirements
the interprocessor communication must be predictable, efficient, maintain memory
integrity, and use the semantics of the available message passing mechanism. Various
solution possibilities are identified, evaluated and compared, resulting in a design
recommendation. The design uses memory restriction to build a firewall between the
processors, using pointers to avoid message copying. The message queue is in the
form of an array ring that can piggyback acknowledgement information. The design is
general and applicable by a real-time operating systems using asynchronous message
passing with explicit buffering, and has hardware support in the form of limited
interrupt generating queues.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Project Focus
The DRTS (Distributed Real-Time System) research group at the department of
computer science at Högskolan i Skövde is running a research project in distributed
active real-time database systems. A part of this project is to make a working
prototype named DeeDS. DeeDS is divided into two parts; application services and
system services. These two parts are executed on parallel processors, i.e., the
processors share memory, clock, and bus. To make DeeDS independent of the
operating system it is running on, a real-time operating system adapter has been
created and named DeeDS operating system interface (DOI). DeeDS is designed to be
able to service hard real-time systems and therefore requires message passing to be
predictable, efficient and maintain memory integrity.

The DRTS research group has access to hardware that supports asynchronous
message passing by including a message notification system in the form of interrupt
generating hardware queues.

The intention of this project is to show it is possible to map the existing DOI message
passing interface semantics onto the available message notification hardware support,
and identify what is the best way of achieving it. This results in an interprocessor
message passing mechanism that fulfills the requirements of the DOI message passing
mechanism (predictable, efficient and maintain memory integrity), with as little
semantic changes as possible.

Predictable
Efficient
Maintain memory integri ty
Transparent (Semant ics)

Asynchronous message
passing.  Based on OSE Del ta

message semant ics .

Hardware support  for  message
passing. Including mai lboxes

and hardware queues

??

Figure 1: Project focus

The current implementation of DOI message passing is based on the OSE Delta
message passing mechanism and as such follows the same semantics, which means
that it is well suited for distributed systems but unnecessary message copying makes it
inefficient in parallel systems.
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DeeDS is the main motivating factor for this work and serves as an example of a
system that can benefit from it.

By comparing and evaluating different solution possibilities to the main problem
factors a complete design is built and recommended, fulfilling all requirements in
theory. However, the recommended design has not been implemented and therefore
no testing or validation has been performed.

1.2 Layout of Report
In the background section information that gives insight into the problem area is
introduced and discussed. The main topics of discussion are: Difference of distributed
and parallel systems, message passing, message passing management, asynchronous
message passing, Real-Time operating systems, DOI message passing and hardware
support for message passing.

The problem section narrows the field and focuses on those issues that are directly
related to this project, it includes an introduction followed by: Motivation, general
description of the hardware support, problem definition and requirements

In the method section a detailed description of the available hardware is given along
with a short description of the approach taken to generate results.

Application of approach discusses solution possibilities, evaluates and compares them
until a full design is ready.

The result section discusses the results and how they fulfill the requirements.

Conclusion identifies related work and summarizes the project; future work is also
discussed briefly.
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2 Background
In this chapter information related to the problem is introduced and discussed.

2.1 Distributed and Parallel Systems
There are a number of different definitions of distributed and parallel systems in use.
Two definitions that are fitting for comparing distributed and parallel systems are as
follows:

 “A distributed system is a collection of processors that do not share
memory or clock.” [SG94, p. 26]

”Parallel systems have more than one CPU in close communication, the
CPU’s share the computer bus, and sometimes memory and the peripheral
devices.” [SG94, p. 26]

It can therefore be said that a distributed system is a collection of computers working
together, whereas a parallel system is a single computer with multiple processors
working together.

According to Schroeder  [Sch93] a distributed system has three main characteristics:

• Multiple Computers: More than one physical computer, each consisting of
processors, local memory, possibly stable storage, and I/O paths to connect it to
the environment.

• Interconnections: Some of the I/O paths interconnect the computers, to allow them
to cooperate.

• Shared State: The computers cooperate to maintain some shared state.

2.2 Interprocessor Communication
Liebowitz et al. [LC85] states that interprocessor communication is a critical part of
both distributed and parallel systems. Both systems rely heavily on interprocessor
communication to allow processors to maintain a shared state, or work towards
achieving a common goal. Parallel systems have the advantage of shared memory and
can use it to achieve more efficient communication between processors by avoiding
unnecessary message copying.

2.3 Message Passing
According to Andrews [And91], message passing is a common way of
communicating, especially in systems that do not have shared memory. The message
passing mechanism creates a channel, shared by at least two processes, as an
abstraction of a physical communication network. This channel provides a
communication path between the processes. The channels are operated using two
kinds of primitives, send and receive. Communication is initiated by sending a
message to a channel using the send primitive. This message is then acquired from the
channel by another process by using the receive primitive. Communication is
accomplished, since data flows from sender to receiver, and process synchronization
is accomplished since a message cannot be received until after it has been sent.

It is also possible to have message passing mechanism on a shared memory system,
where a shared memory segment serves as a communication channel between
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processes. The processes bind the segment into their address spaces. Messages are
written to the segment and read, after the receiving process has been notified in some
way.

2.4 Message Passing Management
If two processes must be able to communicate by sending and receiving messages a
communication channel must connect them. This channel can be implemented in a
number of different ways. Message passing management is not concerned with the
physical implementation of the channel, but rather logical implementation and issues
that arise from that aspect. According to Silberschatz et al. [SG94] the basic
implementation issues are:

• Establishment of channels.

• Association between channels and processes.

• Channel capacity.

• Variable- or fixed-size messages.

• Unidirectional or bi-directional channels. That is, whether messages can flow in
only one direction, e.g., from process 1 to process 2, or in both directions, e.g. also
from process 2 to process 1.

Silberschatz also states that there are several methods for logically implementing the
send and receive operations:

2.4.1 Naming

• Direct or indirect communication (see Fig 2): To be able to communicate
processes must be able to refer to one another. They can use either direct or
indirect communication. Direct communication is point to point, i.e. a channel
belongs to exactly two processes. Indirect communication has channels in the
form of mailboxes, more than two processes can have access to each mailbox.

P1 P2

msg

msg

msg

P1 P2

Mai lbox
msgmsg

msg msg

Direct Indirect

P3

Figure 2: The logical difference of direct or indirect naming.

• Symmetric or asymmetric naming: Symmetric naming means that both sender
and receiver need to know each other’s identity to be able to communicate.
Asymmetric naming means that it is enough for the sender to know the receiver’s
identity.
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2.4.2 Buffering

• Unbounded, bounded or no buffer capacity: This decides if and how many
messages can be stored in a message queue.

• Automatic or explicit buffering: Automatic buffering is when the message
passing mechanism automatically takes care of message buffer allocation and de-
allocation. Explicit buffering requires the application programmer to explicitly
allocate and de-allocate message buffers.

• Fixed- or variable-sized messages: Fixed-size messages have a predefined
message buffer size, while variable-size messages are allocated as much buffer
size as they need.

2.4.3 Address space

• Send by copy or send by reference: Sending by copy requires the entire message
to be copied from one address space to another. Sending by reference requires
only a reference pointer to the message to be copied.

2.5 Asynchronous Message Passing
Channels in asynchronous message passing have buffering in the form of unbounded
queues (in theory, not in practice because of limited hardware). Andrews [And91]
states that the send primitive, therefore, does not block the sender, the receive
primitive on the other hand blocks the receiving process until a message is received.
At that time the message at the front of the queue is removed and stored in variables
local to the receiver.

If verification of successful communication is needed in asynchronous message
passing the sending process explicitly waits, by executing the receive primitive until
receiving an explicitly sent acknowledgement from the receiver.

Piggybacking is a method used in some protocols to realize acknowledgment of
message receives. It means that extra information is stacked on normal messages,
where acknowledgement information can be stored and sent back to the relevant
process. If no normal message communication is being generated, from the process
that is acknowledging and the process waiting for the acknowledgement, some kind of
a timeout needs to be introduced so that the acknowledgement will be sent anyway,
e.g. stacked on a bogus message.

2.6 Real-Time Operating Systems
In this section real-time operating systems are discussed from a message passing
viewpoint.

A real-time system (RTS) according to Burns et al. [BW95] does not only need to
give the logical result to a request, but also respond to the environment within a
certain time limit. Burns adds that real-time systems can be divided into two
categories, soft and hard real-time systems. In a soft real-time system missing
deadlines can occasionally be tolerated, whereas in a hard real-time system missing a
deadline can be catastrophic and therefore must be prevented.

An operating system is a program that acts as an interface between a computer
user/application and the computer hardware. It provides the user with an environment
in which he or she can execute programs in a simple and efficient way.
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According to Silberschatz et al. [SG94] operating system services vary between
operating systems, but some common classes have been identified: Program
execution, I/O operations, file system manipulation, communication, and error
detection. In addition there is a set of operating system functions to ensure efficient
operation of the system itself: Resource allocation, accounting, and protection. A
real–time operating system (RTOS) is specifically designed to support real-time
demands.  This means support for timing constraints and high demands on
predictability.

The services that are most relevant for this project and message passing in general are:

• I/O operations: An operating system must provide access to I/O devices. The user
cannot be allowed to access devices directly for protection reasons, therefore all
access should go via the operating system.

• Communication: To allow information exchange between processes the operating
system enables communication. There are two fundamental ways to achieve
communication: shared memory communication and message passing.

2.7 DOI Message passing
As stated in chapter 2.6 one common system service provided by operating systems is
communication either through shared memory or by message passing.

OSE Delta [Ene94a] is a commercial real-time operating system that uses a message
passing mechanism called signals and a link handler support with communication
across processor boundaries.

When crossing node boundaries the OSE Delta link handler assists the message
passing mechanism by transparently sending the message over the available media,
e.g., network or shared memory. This is done by creating a logical channel between
two processes with the help of message copying and redirection (Fig 3). This link
handler is well suited for distributed systems, but is inefficient in parallel systems
with shared memory, because it emulates the move semantics of the message passing
mechanism by copying message content rather than by copying a reference to the
message.

Node 2Node 1

O S

A A

LH

O S

LH

B

Logical channel

B

Figure 3: Link handling in OSE Delta

To make the DeeDS prototype independent of the operating system it is running on, a
RTOS adapter has been created, DeeDS operating system interface (DOI). DOI
message passing is based on the semantics of the message passing mechanism in OSE
Delta.

DOI semantics is based on OSE Delta semantics and has the following characteristics:
communication is direct, i.e., a channel connects exactly two processes, channels are
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unidirectional and can be created during compilation, configuration or at runtime.
Naming is asymmetric, which means that it is enough that the sending process knows
the receiving process, the receiving process does not need to know the sending
process. Message buffers are allocated explicitly, messages are of variable size and
message contents are moved from one process to another by changing the owner of
the message buffer, except when going over processor boundaries, where the link
handler takes over. The message passing mechanism allows filtering of the message
queues by requesting a set of specific message types.

2.8 Hardware Support for Message Passing
Hardware support for interprocessor message passing in shared memory parallel
systems exists at various levels (see Fig 4), from non-existing to full support in the
form of special communication channels.

Degree of interprocessor
message passing support

Busy-wait with no hardware support, tradit ional

Ful l  hardware support,  e.g. MAGIC, direct channels (transputers)

Message noti f icat ion system, e.g. interrupt generating hardware queues

Figure 4: Different levels of hardware support for interprocessor message passing

Traditional interprocessor message passing relies on busy-wait semantics without any
hardware support for synchronization (see Fig 5). This method is unpredictable and
inefficient, because a processor that checks for a message when there is no message
available must wait until a message becomes available. This problem can be solved by
numerous busy-wait software algorithms [And91].

C P U
1

C P U
2

Shared Memory

Figure 5: A shared memory parallel system without hardware message passing
support

Message notification is a support that eliminates the main problem of busy-wait, i.e.,
unpredictability and inefficiency (see Fig 6). Instead of having the processor checking
and waiting for messages, the notification support lets the processor know whenever it
has messages waiting [Syn95].
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C P U
1

C P U
2

Shared Memory

Notif ication
System

Figure 6: Hardware message passing support in the form of a
message notification system

Full hardware support can also be achieved with a special message passing hardware
chip, which handles all interprocessor communication (see Fig 7). An example of this
is a message passing support chip called MAGIC [HK+96] (Memory And General
Interconnect Controller) that is designed by Stanford University for their FLASH
[Flash] multiprocessor.

C P U
1

C P U
2

Shared Memory

M P
Chip

Figure 7: Full hardware support for message passing in the form of a
message passing chip

A special interprocessor communication channel or bus can also provide full message
passing support (see Fig 8). This communication bus is independent of other system
services, and allows the processors to continue executing when messages are being
transferred. This kind of support can be found in, e.g., transputers.

C P U
1

C P U
2

Communicat ion bus

Figure 8: Full message passing hardware support in the form of
an independent communication bus

2.9 Related work
Asynchronous message passing in general has been studied thoroughly and is a well
recognized communication primitive that according to Andrews [And92] is included
in several programming languages, as well as being provided by several operating
systems. Asynchronous message passing therefore is obviously a well studied and
well documented communication method that in it self, does not need additional
studies.

However, That is not the purpose of this work but to integrate asynchronous message
passing with explicit buffering, with a hardware message notification system, in a
shared memory dual processor system. While the focus is on a specific type of
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hardware support the solution should be general and applicable for those operating
systems that use asynchronous message passing with explicit buffering, and are
running on a hardware with a message notification system on the form of hardware
queues of limited size.

Integration of message passing and shared memory in parallel system is not a new
idea and other solutions include Stanford’s MAGIC [HK+96] chip, used in the
FLASH [Flash] multiprocessor, MIT Alewife [AC+91] project and Princeton’s
SHRIMP [BL+94].

MAGIC is a programmable node controller designed to integrate shared memory and
message passing, and support a wide variety of message passing protocols.

Alewife integrates message passing and shared memory in a single system. Each node
has a hardware controller and the main processor has a memory mapped interface to
the controller used to control message sends.
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3 The Problem
The DOI message passing mechanism is well suited for distributed systems, but the
current implementation based on OSE Delta message passing semantics, is considered
inefficient for parallel systems with shared memory. The reason for this inefficiency
is unnecessary message copying. The current implementation on DOI is discussed in
section 2.7. There are several different types of hardware support available for
message passing in parallel systems. Automatic message notification is one type of
support (see section 2.8), and one of the main motivations for this project. The
automatic notification, which this project focuses on, is in the form of interrupt
generating hardware queues. This support can be described with logical message
passing implementation and that way compared to the logical implementation of DOI.
Process to process messages are here called DOI messages whereas processor to
processor messages are called notification messages.  In Table 1 the logical
implementation of the notification message passing and DOI message passing the are
compared according to issues discussed in Section 2.4.

Issues DOI message passing:
Logical implementation

Notification message
passing: Logical
implementation

Communication unit
(What is communicating
and what is used to
achieve communication)

DOI processes using
asynchronous DOI
messages

HW processors using
asynchronous notification
messages

When does/can
establishment of
channels occur

Channels can be
established during
configuration or
compilation of DOI or
during system run-time

Fixed hardware channels in
the form of hardware
queues

Association of channels
and communication unit

Process-process pairs, one
channel for each direction,
all processes can
communicate with all
processes (restricted)

Processor-processor pairs,
one channel for each
direction

Queue capacity Bounded, N messages of
size M

Bounded (64*4bits)

Table 1 (a): Comparison of the logical implementation of the notification system and
DOI message passing
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Issues DOI message passing:
Logical implementation

Notification message
passing: Logical
implementation

Message size Variable, can be much
larger than 32 bits

Fixed, 32 bits in mailbox of
which 4 bits are copied to
hardware queue

Direction Unidirectional Unidirectional

Communication Direct Direct

Buffering Explicit Automatic, pre-allocated in
hardware

Naming Asymmetric Asymmetric

Address space (how is
message passing
achieved)

Move semantics, owner of
message buffer is changed
from sender to receiver,
content copy over
processor boundaries

Content copy, message is
written to mailbox, and
copied to hardware queue

Table 1 (b): Comparison of the logical implementation of the notification system and
DOI message passing

This notification support gives the possibility of making the DOI message passing
mechanism more efficient for interprocessor message passing. However the difference
in logical implementation (see Table 1) excludes direct mapping, especially the
difference in message size and queue limitations. Therefore a layer must be built
between the two mechanisms that integrates them so they are able to cooperate. The
purpose of this project is to show that this is possible and to identify the best way of
performing the integration.

3.1 Motivation
This section contains a general description of the DeeDS architecture [AB+95] as it is
the main motivation for this project and also provides most of the requirements on the
DOI message passing mechanism.
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(DeeDS)
Application service

OS Adapter

O S

Shared Memory

Processor 1 Processor 2

(DeeDS)
 System service

OS Adapter

O S

Shared
Bus

Application

Figure 9: High level abstraction of DeeDS architecture

DeeDS is a system designed to run on a parallel dual processor system, partitioning
the application service and its critical system services between the two processors.
This partition results in high degree of communication between the processors (see
Fig 9). The fact, that DeeDS should be able to service hard critical real-time systems,
demands both predictable and efficient interprocessor communication. DeeDS can
also be run on a single processor system. In this case dual processor system is
emulated, e.g. with the help of time slicing.

In this work, DeeDS is viewed as an example of an application that could use the type
of message passing mechanism that is the goal of this project. Any application that
has requirements fulfilled by the DOI, and is run on a parallel dual processor system
with shared memory and hardware support for automatic message passing
notification, is able to benefit from the results of this project.

3.2 Hardware Message Passing Support
Hardware support for interprocessor message passing is available for this project in
the form of interrupt generating hardware message queues.

The message passing hardware support that this work is motivated by is based on a
dual processor parallel system with automatic message notification hardware, in the
form of special interrupt generating hardware queues, and mailboxes that are located
in predefined memory areas in the shared memory.
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First few bits of every message in the
mailbox are copied to the hardware queue.

CPU X CPU Y

 Main
Memory

Mai lbox
X

Mai lbox
Y

HW Queue  X HW Queue Y
Shared Bus

Figure 10: Abstraction of the hardware.

The hardware consists of two processors sharing bus, clock and memory. Each
processor has a FIFO hardware message queue that generates an interrupt when it is
non-empty, i.e. when there is one or more messages in the queue an interrupt is
generated, in addition these interrupts can be enabled and disabled. Each hardware
queue is connected to a predefined area in main memory that acts as a mailbox (Fig
10). When a message is placed anywhere in the mailbox area the first N bits of the
message are copied to the first free slot in the hardware queue. Each queue is read
from a single address and consists of Q slots. There is no association between the
placement of a message in the mailbox and the placement in the hardware queue. The
position in the hardware queue only depends on the arrival order of the messages, i.e.,
first in first out (Fig 11).  Each processor has its own cache, but in this project it is
assumed that the cache is not be used for message passing and is therefore, irrelevant
to this project.

Q * N bi ts
N bi ts

Q U E U E M A I L B O X

N bits M bits

N bi ts M bits

N bi ts M bits

Generates interrupt  when
conta in ing messages

Figure 11: An abstraction of the HW-queues and their connection to the mailboxes
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3.3 Problem Definition
The message passing mechanism in DOI/OSE Delta is well suited for interprocessor
communication in distributed systems. The operating system handles the
communication without the user having to worry about where processes are located,
i.e. it is location transparent. In the current implementation of DOI, message passing
over processor boundaries is achieved by emulating move semantics, by copying
message content. The current implementation of the DOI message passing mechanism
does not utilize the hardware support that is available in the form of automatic
message notification. This support can be used to introduce an interprocessor message
passing mechanism that is far more efficient than the one used by OSE Delta and in
the current DOI implementation. It is desirable to keep the semantics of the DOI
messages so that communication will continue to be location transparent.

3.3.1 Focus

The focus of this project is to design a message passing mechanism that utilizes the
available hardware support for message passing. This mechanism should, if possible,
have the same semantics as the message passing mechanism provided by DOI to
make communication transparent. This support can be designed as an extension (add
on) to the OS-adapter or a device driver and as such work independently of the
operating system as shown in alternative 1 (Fig 12). It can also be designed as an
extension to the underlying operating system, not allowing any semantic changes and
(alternative 2, Fig 12). The second alternative cannot avoid message copying because
it must follow the semantics of the operating system and use its services. It is also
completely operating system dependent. Hence, little could be gained in the form of
predictability and efficiency. In addition all issues that must be solved in the second
alternative must be addressed in the first alternative. The first alternative on the other
hand can be made independent of the operating system and has better chance of using
the hardware support to make interprocessor communication more efficient and make
sure it is predictable.

Well suited
for loosely

coupled
systems

(Distributed)

(alt 1)

Support for
tightly

coupled
systems
(Parallel)

(DeeDS )
Applicat ion service

OS Adapter

RT OS

Shared Memory

Processor 1 Processor 2

(DeeDS)
System service

OS Adapter

RT OS

Shared
Bus

(alt 1)

(alt 2) (alt 2)

This is where the pyiscal
position at which the support

would be based

Figure 12: Project focus in relation to the DeeDS architecture
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Therefore, this project focuses on the first alternative (Fig 12) and work on making it
predictable, efficient and with as little changes in the semantics as possible.

The architecture seen in Figure 12 means that there are two separate interfaces that
must be taken into account when designing the message passing mechanism. Firstly
there is the interface between the OS-adapter and processor and second there is the
interface between processors.

3.3.2 Main problems

The main problems of implementing an asynchronous message passing mechanism
for parallel systems, utilizing the message passing hardware support available and
fulfilling the requirements, are address space, buffer management, message queue
management, and naming.

• Address space:

The reason address space is a problem is that data integrity must be maintained.
Because message copying should be avoided and reference copying used instead,
there must be access to a shared memory area where messages can be passed between
the processors. This means that data must be protected from being corrupted, the data
stored in the shared memory area includes, message data stored in message buffers
and buffer meta-data which stores information about the buffers, e.g. buffer size.

For this project, two methods of providing shared memory areas for interprocessor
message passing have been identified and defined:

Unrestricted memory: A fully shared memory area where both processors have full
access to the area. This variant must provide some sort of concurrency control, e.g.
busy-wait, lock-free objects and wait-free objects. Moreover message data and buffer
meta-data must be protected from being overwritten.

Restricted memory: Shared memory area is split into two segments where one
processor has full access to one segment and read access to the other segment. This
way a firewall is built between the two processors preventing them from corrupting
each other’s data and that way solving the memory integrity issue.

• Buffer management:

DOI uses explicit buffering, which means that buffer allocation and de-allocation
must be specifically requested by the application programmer instead of being
handled automatically by the operating system. There also must be some control of
fragmentation because of limited memory available to the shared memory areas
needed for the interprocessor message passing.

1. Buffer allocation (Fig 13): Each buffer carries meta-info, i.e. information about
itself. Messages are of variable size and are allocated a buffer according to size.
Buffers in DOI (OSE Delta) can be of 8 fixed sizes. Information is also stored on
where empty buffers of specific sizes are located, so they can be reused. This
structure is used in the current implementation of DOI and can be used for the
new design as well.
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Buffer Pool

S1

S2

S3Meta-info

Free buffers

Figure 13: Buffer structure in DOI (OSE Delta)

2. Buffer de-allocation: In unrestricted memory solutions the buffer can be de-
allocated by the receiving processor because it has full access to the memory area
where the buffer is stored. In restricted memory solutions the receiving processor
has only read rights to the memory area where the message buffer is located,
therefore some kind of mechanism must be used to send an acknowledgement to
the owning processor that the message has been received and that its buffer may
be freed.

3. Fragmentation: The current implementation of DOI uses the structure shown in
Figure 13 to limit memory fragmentation when managing buffers. It uses 8
different size buffers to limit internal fragmentation and allow various message
sizes. It also limits external fragmentation by recognizing positions where buffers
of certain size have been freed and reuses them for buffers of the same size, thus
working against external fragmentation. This management can be used for the
new interprocessor DOI messages as well as in DOI messages within the same
processor.

• Message queue management:

When sending messages between the processors and using the message notification
support, the message queue must be managed so messages will be received in the
desired order. Also for systems that require different criticality of messages, that must
be supported to enforce predictability.

1. Use of hardware queue bits: The 4 bits of the hardware queue can be split into 1,
2, 3, or 4 different slots. The use of these bits depends on other aspects of the
design, such as how many DOI messages are allowed per notification message,
and how different message criticality is supported.

2. DOI messages / notification message: One sub-problem of message queue
management is to decide how DOI messages and notification messages are
connected to each other. There can either be a notification message for every DOI
message, or one notification message can be used to notify that multiple DOI
messages are waiting.

• Naming:

In the current implementation of DOI messages within the same processor are sent
directly by changing the owner of the message buffer. When messages go to a process
in a different processor it is transparent to the application programmer, and the OSE
link handler copies the message to the memory area of the receiving processor and
makes the receiving process ownership of the message buffer. This will still be
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needed for messages sent in distributed systems, and messages that should go between
processors in a parallel system must be identified from those two other types of
messages. Moreover, when a DOI message has been received form a different
processor and needs to be forwarded, it must be identified because only a pointer to
the DOI message can be forwarded, instead of the DOI message itself.

Processor
X

Processor
Y

Process
1

Process
2

al locate buffer
assign buf fer
send buf fer

receive buf fer
use buf fer
free buffer

Buf fer
managemen t

Queue
managemen t

P1

P2

Process
1

Process
2

Figure 14: An abstraction of the message passing, first the logical channel, second
the actual path and third how the path is traveled

3.4 Requirements
The main requirements on the asynchronous message passing mechanism by DeeDS
and the DRTS group, are the following: Given the fact that DeeDS should be able to
service hard real-time systems, predictability and efficiency are two of the primary
requirements of the mechanism. The difference in semantics between a message
passing within the same processor and a message passing between processors should
be minimal, and preferably non-existing. Unnecessary message copying should also
be avoided. Moreover the mechanism should maintain memory integrity so that
neither data in the messages nor meta-info for the buffers may be corrupted.
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4 Method
This chapter first describes the hardware that is available for use in this project and
then the general approach that is applied to reach a result.

4.1 Available hardware
A general description of the hardware required for this project is found in section 3.2.
In this section a detailed description is provided of the hardware that the final design
is intended for.

CPU X

HW-Q X 64*4b i ts HW-Q Y 64*4b i ts

Shared Bus

 Main
Memory

Mai lbox X
(128 byte)

Mai lbox Y
(128 byte)

CPU Y

Figure 15: High level abstraction of the V460 single board computer when equipped
with two processors.

The hardware is a Synergy Microsystems V460 single board computer [Syn95], with
two M68060 processors sharing clock bus and memory (Fig 15). The V460 board has
a 64*4-bit FIFO hardware queue associated with each processor. Two separate and
predefined areas in memory serve as mailboxes for these hardware queues. The
mailboxes are 128 bytes. When a 32-bit message is written in a mailbox the four
topmost bits are copied to the associated hardware queue (Fig 16). The hardware
queue is read from the same address by both processors, but the queue circuitry
allows each processor only to access its own queue.

64*4bi ts
4bits

Q U E U E M A I L B O X

4bits 28 bits

4bits 28 bits

4bits 28 bits

Generates interrupt
when conta in ing

messages
Figure 16: The relationship between the mailbox and the hardware queues in the

V460 single board computer.

The queues ensure the integrity of up to 64 messages without data loss, but once this
limit is met there is no provision to prevent overruns.
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4.2 General approach
The approach used is divided into two main phases: Identification and evaluation of
problem solutions (section 4.2.1); identification of the best design (section 4.2.2).

4.2.1 Identification and evaluation of problem solutions

The first phase identifies different ways solve the main problems of implementing an
asynchronous message passing mechanism that is able to handle communication
between processes on different processors and utilize the given hardware support.
These problems are identified in section 3.3.2.

4.2.2 Identification of the best design

In phase two the best design according to the evaluation in phase one is identified and
described.
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5 Application of the approach
In this chapter the application of the approach is described.

5.1 Identification and evaluation of problem solutions
The factors that must be taken into account when designing a message passing
mechanism are described in section 2.4, and the ones identified for this project again
in section 3.3.2. There are of course limitations on the choices that are available
because of the requirements on the mechanism, i.e. DOI (OSE Delta) semantics. On
the other hand there are other factors that must be taken into account because of the
physical aspect of the implementation given automatic notification support, i.e.
hardware queues and memory mailboxes. When these properties, and previously
discussed and made decisions (section 3.3.2) are taken into account it narrows the
field of relevant factors considerably. The following factors have been identified:

• Unrestricted versus restricted memory:

Unrestricted memory: The biggest advantage of unrestricted memory solutions is
that the receiving processor can handle message buffer de-allocation since it has full
access to the message buffer memory area. The main disadvantage of unrestricted
memory solutions is that memory integrity must be solved so that both message
buffers and buffer meta-data cannot be corrupted by the other processor. Moreover
concurrency control must be handled with busy-wait which introduces
unpredictability.

Restricted memory: The main advantage of restricted memory solutions is that the
firewall that it introduces solves the memory integrity issue by not allowing the
processors to write over the memory area the other processor uses to store message
buffers. The disadvantage is that buffer management must include some mechanism
that notifies the owning processor when a message buffer may be de-allocated.

Restricted memory is recommended because of the firewall that it introduces to solve
the memory integrity issue. It also avoids busy-wait and the predictability penalty it
introduces.

• Send/Receive messages

Single notification message for every DOI message (Fig 17): Using the 4 bits of the
hardware queue to identify 16 positions in the mailbox and the mailbox positions to
point to a buffer position. This solutions has large drawbacks, the most serious one is
that it does not allow different criticality of the messages, because all messages are
stacked in the same FIFO queue. This makes impossible to support predictability.
Since every notification generates is in the form of an interrupt it also has efficiency
penalty. Lastly it allows at most 16 messages to be in the queue at a time because that
is the number of positions the 4 bits hardware queue bits can identify in the mailbox.
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Message

msg ptr4bits

Figure 17: Single DOI message per notification message

Multiple DOI messages per notification message (Fig 18): This solution can handle
different criticality of messages by using bits in the hardware queue to identify
different criticalities, the mailbox is then used to point to an array of message
pointers, of the identified criticality. An array can be seen as a ring of DOI messages
where every criticality level has its own ring. An idea of how a ring can be
implemented with a dynamic start and end point is shown in Figure 19. Using the
notification messages to ensure that DOI messages are read at a certain rate can
enforce predictability. This implementation also does not limit the number of DOI
messages in the queue to 16, instead the size of the ring limits the number of
messages. Rings with different criticalities can also be implemented to have different
attributes

Msg 1
array ptr4bits

Msg 2

ptr nptr
ptrarray ptr

Figure 18: Multiple DOI messages per notification message

It is recommended to have multiple DOI messages per notification message. Not only
does it allow more messages in the queue but also it supports the main requirements
of the design by enforcing predictability with the help of the rings with different
criticalities.

ownerstar t

end

wr i te(msg)
  R ing[end] .msg:=msg
  end:=(end+1)mod N

read(msg)
  msg:=Ring[ readstar t ] .msg
  readstar t :=(readstar t+1)mod N

wr i teAck
  not i fy:  read to readstart

rece iveAck
  ownerstar t :=readerstar treadstar t

Figure 19: A message ring and its implementation

• Buffer freeing
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DOI messages: Using DOI messages to notify that DOI message buffers can be freed.
This solution is not feasible since the notification is on the same protocol level as the
messages themselves. Results in an infinite loop.

Notification message: Using a notification message carrying a pointer to a buffer that
can be freed is unpredictable and very inefficient, since it results in an interrupt for
every buffer that is freed. It is also not compatible with using a message ring for
sending.

De-allocation ring: Using a separate ring to point to buffers that should be freed in
the same way a normal DOI message ring points to messages that are being sent. This
solution supports enforced predictability, but introduces a new ring and with it extra
overhead.

Message ring piggyback: Instead of using a new ring to point to buffers that can be
freed, an acknowledgment or an explicit free can be piggybacked on the existing DOI
message ring. Pointers can be placed at special piggyback positions in the ring array,
and written to the ring at end+1 to make sure the position has not been read yet. Some
kind of limit has to be introduced so that this notification will eventually be read, in
case DOI messages only flow in one direction, and that way predictability can be
enforced. This solution has lesser overhead compared to using a de-allocation ring.

Messages

Buffers that  may be f reed

Figure 20: Abstract of array with piggybacked information

Message ring piggyback is recommended because it introduces less overhead than de-
allocation ring, while still supporting enforced predictability. DOI messages are at the
same protocol level, and notification is inefficient and not compatible with using
message rings for sending.

• Process identification

Extend send/receive with parameter: Extending the send/receive operations results
in the largest semantic change of the identified solutions.

Processor id hidden in message type: A new message type is used to separate DOI
messages that go over processor boundaries from those that do not go over processor
boundaries. This way the semantic change is limited to a new message type. This
solution introduces the smallest semantic change.

Processor id hidden in process id: Extending the process identification by including
its processor id, and using it when allocating message buffers results in a small
semantic change, but larger than using a new message type.

For most systems the recommendation would be to use a new message type, however
DOI is should be able to run on both a dual processor parallel system and a single
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processor system emulating a dual processor parallel system. This portability
introduces a new problem, which is that messages types must be defined in the DOI
code, and the new message type cannot be allowed in the single processor system.
This means that a change in the core code must be made to be able to move DOI from
one system to another. Therefore since this project concentrates on DOI, hiding the
processor id in the process id is recommended.

• Forward protocol

DOI handles transparently: When a process receives a message from the message
ring it only receives a pointer to the actual message, if it then wants to forward the
message to another processor on the same processor it must only forwards a the
pointer instead of the DOI message itself. That way a process can forward a DOI
message of pointer type to identify that the actual message is located at the other side
of the firewall.

5.2 Identification of the best design
The identification and evaluation in section 5.1 resulted in a design that has the
following characteristics:

It uses restricted memory to introduce a firewall and that way support memory
integrity, a result of this is that buffer de-allocation becomes more complicated and
must be solved somehow by passing information between the processors.

Buffer allocation is achieved in the same way as in the current implementation of
DOI, with the same kind of meta-information and 8 available buffer sizes, resulting in
limitation of internal fragmentation and minimizing external fragmentation.

There are multiple DOI messages per notification message, the amount can be
decided according to the characteristics of the application. This is achieved by
introducing a message ring (Fig 19) holding DOI messages and using notification
messages to enforce predictability by notifying when a specific number of messages
are waiting in the queue. Different DOI message criticality is supported by using
multiple rings, up to four levels are allowed. Each ring can have its own
characteristics, e.g. lowest level might be allowed to overwrite messages, while
highest level might guaranty delivery.

Message acknowledgement and buffer freeing is achieved by using piggyback with
the DOI message ring array. A piggyback is put at the end+1 of a message ring, to
make sure the message has not been read, (Fig 19) it can either carry an
acknowledgement that the processor has read to a position in the ring or an explicit
free. Notification messages can be used to enforce predictability here as well as when
sending DOI messages.

The identification of whether a DOI message goes between processes on the same
processor or whether it goes between processes on different processors is hidden in
the process identification. The process id is used when assigning a buffer for the
message, to identify that the buffer should be in the restricted memory area. Using a
pointer to the message supports forwarding, since the message itself cannot be
forwarded without copying it. DOI identifies when messages come from the message
ring and handles the forwarding accordingly.

The 4 hardware queue bits are all used, 1-2 are used to identify different criticalities
of DOI messages, supporting up to 4 levels of criticality. While the remaining two are
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used to identify whether it is a notification of messages, acknowledgements or explicit
freeing.
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6 Results
This chapter first goes through the path of the solution and evaluates the sub-solutions
(Section 6.1). Then the final design is evaluated and a scenario of interprocessor
messages passing described.

6.1 The design path
A design has been identified after solving sub-problems in a logical order. This
chapter will go through the path to the final solution and evaluate each choice
according to the project requirements (Fig 21).

Address Space

Restricted
memory

Unrestr icded
memory

Single DOI message per
not i f icat ion message

Multiple DOI messages per
notification message

Message queue management :
DOI msg /  Not i f icai ton msg

Free with
DOI  messages

Free wi th
p iggyback

Free wi th
Noti f icat ion

Buffer  management:
Freeing

Hybrid: piggyback with
notification

Message r ing wi th
noti f icat ions

Naming:  Process
identif ication

Processor Ident i f icat ion hidden
in process id

Processor id hidden in
message type

Send/receive wi th processor
identi f ication thing

Figure 21: The design path

• Address space

Restricted memory chosen rather than unrestricted. A firewall is build between the
two processors, protecting both message data and buffer meta-data from being
corrupted by the other processor. This solution supports one of the main requirements,
i.e. maintaining memory integrity. Also, concurrency control between the processors
is not needed and that way another requirement is supported, i.e. predictability.
Moreover, it gives the advantage of distributed systems, the firewall, while not
loosing the advantage of a parallel system.  This choice however makes de-allocation
of buffers more complex, because the receiving processor cannot free a buffer on the
other side of the firewall. Because of this the sending processor must be informed
when a buffer has been received, so that de-allocation can be completed.

• Message queue management
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Using an array to build message rings with different criticality and using the
notification messages to force the receiving processor to read from the rings at certain
intervals enforces predictability, which is one of the main requirements. This solution
also only limits the queue capacity to the size of the ring array. Two of the four bits in
the notification message queue are used to identify up to four criticality levels.

• Buffer management

Using a memory firewall creates the need of informing the sending processor of
message buffers that have been received, and may be de-allocated. Expanding the
message ring array to piggyback extra information solves this without adding much
overhead. By using the two remaining bits of the hardware queue to force a timeout,
i.e. make the sending processor check for piggybacked information, predictability is
enforced and that is one of the main requirements.

• Naming

By hiding the processor identification in the process identification the change in
semantics is very small. When buffer is requested a process id is given and that way
DOI knows whether the buffer should be allocated in the usual buffer area, or the
interprocessor message buffer area. A smaller semantic change might possibly be
achieved by hiding the processor identification in a new type of message, but that
reduces the portability of DOI. Forwarding of messages behind the firewall can be
done by only forwarding a message of pointer type, recognized and handled
accordingly by DOI.

6.2 The design
The overall design fulfills the requirements put on it by enforcing predictability in the
message queue, and buffer management. Avoiding concurrency control also supports
predictability. Memory integrity is maintained by using a firewall between the
processors by restricting the memory area used for interprocessor message buffers.
And semantic change is kept small although possibly not at minimum, by hiding the
processor identification in the process identification. Finally, using reference copying
instead of content copying supports efficiency. Therefore all requirements are
fulfilled, the design is predictable, efficient, maintains memory integrity, and only
requires a small semantic change.

An abstract of the path a message goes when passed using the identified design can be
seen in Figure 22. What happens when one message goes from one process to another,
across processor boundaries is described in the following scenario, with help from the
Figure and the numbered rings on it.

1. First P1 allocates a buffer giving the identification of P2. When DOI sees that the
P2 is running on Y instead of X, the buffer is allocated in the restricted buffer
area, rather than the normal area.

2. After that a pointer to the message buffer is placed at the end of the message ring
queue pointing to the message buffer.

3. If this is the only message in the queue or a certain number of messages is waiting
after the new one is placed in the queue a notification message is put in the
hardware queue. The notification message identifies the ring criticality and
whether it is a message, an acknowledgement or an explicit free. In this scenario it
is a message.
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4. Now Y reads from the message ring and copies the pointer to a normal DOI
message of pointer type.

5. The pointer message is then placed in P2’s message queue.

6. When P2 receives the pointer message DOI recognizes it and instead of reading
the pointer P2 reads the message at the other side of the firewall.

Message r ings

X Y

P 2

Restr ic ted
Message

Buf fer

Norma l  DOI
Message Buf fe r

P 1

Message r ings

Restr ic ted
Message

Buf fer

Norma l  DOI
Message Buf fe r

M S G P T R

Logical  t ransfer

Physical  t ransfer

Physical  reference

Logical  reference

Logical  not i f icat ion

5

4

2

3

1

6

Figure 22: Abstract of the asynchronous interprocessor message passing design

When multiple messages are passed they are placed in the appropriate ring. The rings
can be configured according to the criticality, allowing the least critical ones to be
written over when the ring is full. Whereas the most critical ones require a notification
message with a regular interval to force read, and never allowing messages to be
written over.

When a buffer may be freed, first the pointer in the pointer message is copied to a
piggyback position at end+1 in the ring queue, to assure that the message has not been
read. Then when a message is passed back to X the pointer is piggybacked with it and
DOI identifies it and releases the buffer the pointer points to. If no message traffic is
going from Y to X and many pointers have been piggybacked without being read, a
notification message forcing X to read from those positions can be sent.
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7 Conclusion
In this chapter the identified design is compared to related work and the project is
summarized along with recommendation of future work

7.1 Comparison to related work
Now that the design is complete it can be compared to other solutions that support
message passing in parallel shared memory systems. Most common solutions to
integrate message passing and shared memory is to use unrestricted memory, such
solutions include busy-wait and lock-free objects. Busy-wait is unpredictable and
therefore not desirable, while lock-free fail to support different criticality of messages.
Using restricted memory builds a firewall that protects data from being corrupted by
the foreign processor, and the message rings support different criticality levels. By
using the notification messages along with the message rings, predictability can be
enforced. Compared to more advanced solutions, such as MAGIC and the approach
taken in the Alewife project this solution has both advantages and disadvantages.

Alewife only provides protection between user and kernel levels, whereas the design
identified in this project uses the firewall to protect user processes from each other as
well. It also requires an additional controller processor for each node, increasing
complexity greatly.

MAGIC has a similar or better firewall protection than the design in this project, it
provides less overhead for queue management. However, it does not support explicit
buffering because of the way it handles messages, splitting it into data and header and
then reassembling according to protocol. It does support multiple nodes, but requires
more specialized and complex hardware. Different message criticality might also be
difficult to implement even if the chip can be programmed with variety of message
passing protocols.

Overall MAGIC is the most advanced solution, but with simple hardware demands
and by supporting explicit buffering, the design identified in this work can be more
applicable in many systems.

7.2 Discussion
The purpose of this project is to design a way to integrate an asynchronous message
passing mechanism with a hardware message notification support. The motivation is
that the DeeDS project needs a predictable and effective message passing mechanism
for interprocessor communication on a dual processor parallel system. Other
requirements are that memory integrity must be maintained and the new mechanism
must be as close to the semantics of the existing message passing mechanism (DOI
messages), that continues to be used for messages within the same processor, and for
distributed system messages.

After comparing the available implementation of DOI and the available hardware
notification system it was clear that a direct mapping was not possible and that a new
message system needed to be designed for parallel interprocessor messages. Identified
problem areas have been identified as; address space, buffer management, message
queue management, and naming. Possible solutions to each problem area were
identified, evaluated and compared, before a sub-solution was chosen. The problem
areas lie on different levels and each one is dependent on the one before it, so the
choice of sub-solution did not only depend on the possible solutions, but on whether
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they were compatible with the sub-solutions the problem area was dependent of.
When all problem areas had been solved, the final solution was evaluated and
compared to related solutions such as MAGIC, and Alewife.

7.3 Contributions
This project has managed to create a design that can be separated from other related
work and gives an alternative solution possibility that might by preferable in certain
types of systems. Using a firewall and supporting explicit buffering and different
criticality levels of messages makes this project a valuable contribution to discussions
about integration of message passing and shared memory.

The design can be used by any system that uses an asynchronous message passing
mechanism with explicit buffering. The hardware support needed is shared memory
and a message notification system, in the form of limited, interrupt generating,
hardware queues.

The project has resulted in a design that can be considered general since the hardware
is simple and can already be found in at least one single board computer, i.e. Synergy
Microsystems V460, and the message passing mechanism is quite common and used
by, e.g. OSE Delta.

7.4 Future work
The work performed in this project is concentrated on identifying a design, rather than
focusing on implementation possibilities, recommended future work is to identify
possible implementation solutions, implement the design and finally test it and
validate that all requirements can be fulfilled in practice as well as in theory.
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